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ACROSS

1 American oriole
5 Lotion ingredients
10 Resort hotel
13 Siamese
14 Shred (2 wds.)
15 Actor Alda
16 Pops
17 Musical production
18 Marketplace
19 Short-term memory
21 Small pieces of colored paper
23 Aged
26 Type of meat
28 Does what their told
29 Greek god of wine and revelry
32 Frost
33 Presentation
34 Word with home or in
36 Took to court
37 New Year's Day
38 Interbreeding population within a species
42 Ticket

43 Among
44 Appearance
46 Fatiguing
49 Before
51 Evening
52 Ball holder
53 Water rodents
57 Inclined
59 Island
60 Desert plants
62 Belief
66 Germ
67 Pathway
68 Thaw
69 Dress edge
70 Brass instruments
71 Women's magazine
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DOWN

1 Limited (abbr.)
2 Expression of surprise
3 Really cool
4 Press with lips as a sign of love
5 Fragrances
6 Mouth part
7 Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
8 European monetary unit
9 Bridge
10 Character on "Saved by the Bell"
11 Celebration
12 Those who are opposed
15 One-celled water animal
20 Scriptural your
22 What is served for meals
23 Chances of winning
24 In __ of (instead of)
25 Covered stadium
27 What an orchestra makes
30 Affirmative gesture
31 Drinking aid
32 Party favor

35 _____ Lauder makeup
37 Merriment
38 Time period
39 Give off
40 Get from the earth
41 Verge
42 Elk's cousin
44 Believer in Islam
45 Annoyed
47 Uses
48 Representative
49 Christian sect that separated from the Mennonites
50 Igniter
54 Hormone
55 Tropical edible root
56 Blemish
58 What a clock tells
61 Can metal
63 Delaware
64 Wing
65 Dined
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Solution:

1. LARCH ALOES SPA
2. THAI RIPUP ALAN
3. DADSO OPERAMART
4. STMCONFETTI
5. OLDHAM OBEYS
6. DIONYSUS HOAR
7. DEMOSTEAD
8. SUED FIRST DEME
9. DUCAT AMID
10. MIEN WEARING
11. AFORE EVE TEE
12. MUSKRATS APT
13. ISLE CACTI IDEA
14. SEED TRAIL MELT
15. HEM HORNS ELLE